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Radio frequency antennas based on Rydberg atom vapor cells can in principle reach sensitivities
beyond those of any conventional wire antenna, especially at lower frequencies where very long wires
are needed to accommodate the growing wavelength. They also have other desirable features such
as nonmetallic, hence lower profile, elements. This paper presents a detailed theoretical investiga-
tion of Rydberg antenna sensitivity, elucidating parameter regimes that could cumulatively lead to
2–3 orders of magnitude sensitivity increase beyond that of currently tested configurations. The
key insight is to optimally combine the advantages of two well-studied approaches: (i) three laser
“2D star configuration” setups that, enhanced as well with increased laser power, to some degree
compensate for atom motion-induced Doppler broadening, and (ii) resonant coupling between a
pair of near-degenerate Rydberg levels, tuned via a local oscillator to the incident signal of interest.
The advantage of the star setup is subtle because it only restores overall sensitivity to the expected
Doppler-limited value, compensating for additional significant off-resonance reductions where differ-
ently moving atom sub-populations actually destructively interfere with each other in the net signal.
The additional unique advantage of the local oscillator tuning is that it leads to vastly narrower
line widths, as low as ∼ 10 kHz set by the intrinsic Rydberg state lifetimes, rather than the typical
∼ 10 MHz scale set by the core state lifetimes. Intuitively, with this setup the two Rydberg states
may be tuned to act as an independent high-q cavity, a point of view supported through a study
of the frequency-dependence of the antenna resonant response. There are a number of practical
experimental advances, especially larger ∼ 1 cm laser beam widths, required to suppress various
extrinsic line broadening effects and to fully exploit this cavity response.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rydberg atoms are formed by exciting a (typically al-
kali atom, Rb or Cs) ground state electron into a very
high orbit. The resulting hydrogen-like atomic state can
have (depending on the exact excited state) an electric
dipole moment scaling with principal quantum number
n as pRy ∼ ea0n

2 where a0 = 0.529 Å is the Bohr radius.
For n = O(102) this implies a potential O(104) increase
in the coupling strength of the atom with an incident
external electric field Ein(t). Designing practical devices
based on this concept requires a number of advances that
have been steadily accumulating over the past 30+ years
[1–10]—these will be discussed in more detail in Sec. II.
Detection sensitivity for the most advanced setups is ac-
tually based on two nearby Rydberg states, with energy
difference close to the resonance condition ∆ERy = ℏωin

where ωin is the incident field center frequency [11, 12],
constrained also by the photon unit angular momentum
selection rule. The “frequency tuner” part of the setup is
hence enabled by choosing different state pairs to obtain
the near-resonance. There are many such pairs available,
enabling unprecedented coverage from near-DC to THz
regimes [13–15]. Further tuning can be obtained through
Stark shifts associated with locally applied DC electric
fields [16].

Sensors capable of operation at ambient temperature
are of huge benefit as well. For Rydberg sensors there are
actually several competing effects at work. Alkali atom
vapor densities, in equilibrium with the solid, increase
exponentially with temperature, benefiting sensitivity to
a point through increasing the number of participating
atoms. However, the mean interatomic distance must be

kept significantly larger than the O(n2a) Rydberg atom
diameter to avoid strong collision-broadening effects. In-
creasing atomic thermal velocity vth = O(102) m/s also
leads to increased Doppler broadening—intuitively, only
a sub-population of sufficiently slow-moving atoms, v ≪
vth, remain on-resonance with the corresponding laser
frequencies and contribute to the sensor output signal.
For some applications one may approximately compen-
sate for atom motion through “recoil free” laser setups
enforcing vanishing of the vector sum of their wavevec-
tors, equation (3.20) and Fig. 2 below [3, 17]. However for
the Rydberg sensor, as seen in Fig. 1, each laser is tuned
to a different transition which is unavoidably detuned by
atom motion along the beam direction. Although not at
all obvious, there turns out still to be a significant advan-
tage to enforcing the recoil free condition. It will be seen
that although the overall excitation level of the vapor is
not strongly affected, the contribution of differently mov-
ing sub-populations to the net sensor signal can be both
positive and negative, and increasing violation of the re-
coil free condition turns out to lead, among other effects,
to increasing signal cancellation. Given satisfaction of
this condition, it will be seen that there are benefits as
well to increasing one or more laser powers, not only
through increased probe beam photon count rates, but
also through expansion of the effective slow moving popu-
lation. The latter scales as Ω/∆Dopp where Ω is the laser

Rabi frequency and ∆Dopp
las /2π = vth/λ = O(102) MHz is

the thermal Doppler shift associated with a given laser
wavelength λ ∼ 1 µm.
The earlier approaches were enabled by optical mix-

ing of atomic core levels with a single Rydberg tar-
get state, with sensor operation based on probe laser
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transmission—electromagnetically induced transparency
(EIT) effect—as a function of probe or coupling laser
detuning (extensively reviewed in Ref. [15]). The more
recent two Rydberg state approach imposes additional
experimental complexity, but also introduces significant
new degrees of signal tuning capability, greatly increas-
ing potential sensitivity. In addition to directly identify-
ing (or actively creating) a target Rydberg state with a
partner that is near-resonant with the incident RF sig-
nal, a vapor cell RF local oscillator (LO) can be applied
to further match that of a known or expected signal fre-
quency (to within 100 kHz, say). Physically, one might
view the Rydberg pair as a kind of resonant cavity, with
quality, hence inverse line width, controlled by the ∼ 1
ms state lifetimes, vastly longer than the < 1 µs core
excited state lifetimes (see the example in Fig. 1). The
latter limits earlier approaches based on the > 1 MHz
Autler–Townes splitting peak width. It will be shown
that this “Rydberg cavity” effect can indeed be exploited
by using very small local oscillator amplitudes, with Rabi
frequency ΩLO/2π ∼ 10 kHz comparable to the dissipa-
tion/dephasing linewidth. It is important here as well

that the RF Doppler shift ∆Dopp
RF /2π = vth/λRF ≲ 10

kHz is typically smaller than this linewidth.

For resonance-based sensors sensitivity typically falls
off sharply with frequency difference. Thus, maximum
sensitivity occurs in what we will call the “adiabatic
limit,” in which the device is perfectly tuned to the ex-
pected signal frequency. However, signals of interest will
typically be imperfectly predictable and/or have finite
bandwidth, and it is therefore critical to characterize the
sensor under such more realistic conditions. Most of our
results will be aimed at evaluating optimal performance
in the adiabatic limit, but at the end we will also quan-
tify the sensor resonant bandwidth using a full dynamic
linear response theory. This analysis verifies that the
sensitivity bandwidth may indeed may be interpreted in
terms of the quality of the Rydberg cavity.

The key conclusion of this work is that a combination
of Doppler compensation, laser amplitude enhancement,
and LO control of the Rydberg cavity can in principle en-
able 2–3 orders of magnitude increase in RF signal elec-
tric field sensitivity. Not surprisingly, there are a number
of practical experimental advances necessary to taking
full advantage of this. For the 2D star setup these espe-
cially include broader laser beams (say width w ∼ 1 cm,
compared to the typical w < 1 mm) to increase the inter-
action volume (multiple laser beam intersection region)
and reduce transit time broadening. Associated with the
latter is a linewidth ftr = vth/w ∼ 100 kHz for w = 1
mm, completely dominating the intrinsic ∼ 10 kHz Ry-
dberg cavity linewidth and hugely degrading sensitivity.
For w ∼ 1 cm the two are comparable, and the advertised
sensitivity enhancement is mostly restored. As a final
point, for the high sensitivity setup the sensor application
is restricted to the weak field regime, |Ωin| < |ΩLO|, be-
yond which the response becomes highly nonlinear. For
stronger signals one would need to switch back to a more

conventional setup.

A. Quantum vs. classical sensitivity limits

The intense interest in Rydberg sensors is driven by
their theoretical potential to exceed the sensitivity of any
conventional classical antenna. It is not actually straight-
forward to compare the two since their operational char-
acteristics and noise limitations are so different—atomic
transition dynamics vs. induced currents in a conductor.
For example, conventional antennas are typically limited
by thermal noise while Rydberg sensors are limited by
photon count statistics, hence shot noise. The latter is
quantified by a combination of laser illumination power,
the number of participating atoms, and the efficiency of
the light–RF signal–atom coupling scheme. Exploring
the limits on this coupling efficiency is the focus of this
paper, elucidating parameter regimes that could cumu-
latively lead to the cited 2–3 orders of magnitude sensi-
tivity increase over current experimental setups. If ex-
perimentally confirmed, this should indeed produce the
desired record breaking sensitivities.
To motivate this conclusion, consider first the mini-

mum detectable electric field for a conventional antenna,
which is governed by the signal-to-noise ratio

SNR =
PR

PN
, (1.1)

in which PR is the received power and PN the noise
power. The numerator

PR =
|E|2

2Z0
Aeff (1.2)

is the power incident on the receiver determined by the
Poynting vector (here Z0 =

√
µ0/ϵ0 = 377 Ω is the vac-

uum impedance). The effective receiver area may be ex-
pressed in the form [18]

Aeff ≈ GRL
2
R

4π

{
1, λ < LR

(LR/λ)
2, λ > LR

(1.3)

in which λ = c/f is the wavelength, LR is the physical
antenna diameter, and GR is a geometry-dependent gain
factor (normalized, e.g., so that GR = 1 for a 1D line an-
tenna). Thus, at high frequencies the power is limited by
the physical collection area, while at low frequencies the
efficiency drops rapidly due to the reduction in induced
voltage VR ∼ ELR(LR/λ) across the antenna ends. It
is for this reason that the most efficient individual an-
tenna elements are designed to have LR ≈ λ/2 which
becomes an increasingly challenging problem as the fre-
quency drops (e.g., HF band and below, for which λ > 10
m). As detailed below, Rydberg sensors are not limited
by this condition, pointing to low frequency applications
as perhaps the most promising.
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FIG. 1. Example three-laser, five-state 87Rb Rydberg atom
setup. In combination, Probe, Dress, and Coupling beams
promote the atom from its ground state |1⟩ to a selected
n = 52 Rydberg state |4⟩. An additional vapor cell RF
local oscillator [11, 12] couples the latter to a second Ryd-
berg state |5⟩ (which happens to be lower in energy in this
case). The incident field, with small frequency difference
|ωin−ωLO| ≪ ωLO, is superposed upon the latter, and through
resonant tuning influences the Probe beam transmission PEIT.
The dominant single photon decay paths are also shown. The
values for this example are (γ2→1, γ3→2, γ4→3, γ5→2)/2π =
(6606.50, 646.18, 1.64, 1.09) kHz.

The noise power may be expressed in the form

PN =
FN

τ
(1.4)

in which FN is the noise spectral density (with units of
power per unit frequency, hence energy) in the neigh-
borhood of the signal frequency and τ is the averag-
ing/integration time. One typically expresses

FN = ϕNkBT0 (1.5)

in which T0 is the physical receiver temperature and ϕN

is a dimensionless noise figure. In many cases ϕN > 1
is a fundamental constraint, and one often sees ϕN = 3
quoted as a representative value characterizing the in-
ternal noise of high quality devices. For the case of ex-
ternal (especially nonthermal) noise sources ϕN may be
many orders of magnitude larger. As will be seen, rising
temperature does degrade Rydberg sensitivity, but in a
very different way through atom motion-induced Doppler
shifts of the laser frequencies.

We define the E-field sensitivity by ER = ER
√
τ with

ER determined by setting SNR = 1. This produces

ER =
1

Leff

√
8πZ0kBT0ϕN

GR

≈ 1

Leff [cm]

µV

m
√
Hz

, (1.6)

in which the numerical value exhibited in the second line
is obtained by choosing GR = 1, ϕN = 3, and T0 =
300 K. The notation indicates that the antenna size is
measured in cm, and from (1.3), we define the effective
length parameter

Leff =

√
4πAeff

GR
= LR min{1, LR/λ}. (1.7)

Note that ER is distinct from a “minimum useable field,”
often taken as 10ER (20 dB SNR), which is large enough
to greatly suppress statistical measurement errors. As a
practical comparison, GPS signal powers (with f = 1.23
GHz, λ = 25 cm) lie in the 10−16 W range (e.g., 100
W effective isotropic source at d = 20, 000 km impinging
on a 50 cm2 effective area), and employ averaging times
in the 10 ms range (filtered by the GPS code sequence).
The electric field sensitivity of a standard LR ≃ 10 cm
(hence Leff ≃ 4 cm) cell phone antenna must therefore
satisfy, via (1.2),

ER < (25 µV/m)× (0.1 s1/2) = 2.5
µV

m
√
Hz

, (1.8)

consistent by an order of magnitude with the lower bound
(1.6).
Rydberg sensor sensitivity varies tremendously with

the type of measurement performed. Perhaps the sim-
plest conceptually is direct measurement of the Autler–
Townes frequency splitting (AC Stark effect) of the va-
por absorption peak [8, 9], linear in the RF electric field
amplitude. This has the advantage of producing a cal-
ibrated result, with proportionality constant depending
only on universal atomic parameters (e.g., Rydberg level
transition dipole moment). However, resolution of the
splitting is limited by the peak width, and the minimum
quoted E-field detection is in the ∼ 30 mV/m range [9],
four orders of magnitude short of (1.8).
The focus of the present work is on the much higher res-

olution achievable if one relaxes the degree of universal-
ity of the calibration feature—focusing instead on strong
atomic responses that generally depend on the full atomic
vapor dissipative dynamics. Along these lines, the mod-
eling results in [15] (to be improved upon in Sec. VI) pre-

dict ER ∼ 1 µV/m/
√
Hz for Rydberg antenna setups at

15 GHz—comparable to (1.6), though with tremendous,
highly frequency-dependent, variability around this. In
reality it is very difficult achieve these theoretical lim-
its. This same reference quotes a state-of-the-art Ryd-
berg antenna sensitivity of 100 µV/m/

√
Hz, and Ref. [12]

quotes a value 45 µV/m/
√
Hz. However, more recent

work has achieved significant improvements: through
very careful setup optimization, Ref. [19] quotes a record

5.5 µV/m/
√
Hz, and more recent work has improved this

to 3 µV/m/
√
Hz [20]. It follows that demonstrated Ryd-

berg antenna sensitivities may be on the verge of meeting
standard GPS signal detection requirements.
On the other hand, minimum E-field sensitivity may be

contrasted with minimum E-field calibration standards.
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The latter are designed to measure low field levels with-
out distorting the source field (which would otherwise
perturb the measured field itself). The EM boundary
conditions on metal antennas are strongly distorting and
one must work very hard to mitigate this. The result is
that the minimum calibration field is far larger than the
thermal limit. For example, Refs. [5, 6, 9], quote values
in the 30–100 mV/m range, but do note that 3 mV/m
can be achieved using optical measurements of the an-
tenna output (as opposed, e.g., to direct rectified current
measurements through an antenna output load).

In contrast, the Rydberg sensor is non-metallic, and
hence automatically much lower profile. The minimum
E-field values quoted above may therefore also be used di-
rectly as a calibration standard—aided by the fact that
its measurement characteristics are known in terms of
fundamental atomic spectroscopy properties [15])—and
hence improve on the best conventional sensor by an or-
der of magnitude or more. Although not yet officially
adopted by NIST, and representing a rather limited ap-
plication, it is likely that the Rydberg sensor does repre-
sent the current best E-field calibration standard.

B. Atom motion-induced Doppler and other
broadening effects

Practical sensor applications benefit enormously from
room temperature operation. However, as indicated
above, atomic motion-induced Doppler shifts can greatly
degrade sensitivity by moving a transition off the laser
tuned resonance. Only sub-populations of atoms that
happen to be moving at the correct velocity will opti-
mally contribute to the desired signal. Nevertheless, a
number of studies have been aimed at reducing such ef-
fects to the degree possible for various applications.

For example, the 2D 3-laser layout pictured in Fig. 2,
with relative angles tuned to minimize the total atom re-
coil momentum, has been proposed to generate spatially
uniform spin waves for light storage applications (though
not necessarily focused on Rydberg atoms) [17], and as a
route to enhanced Rydberg atom qubit fidelity (Ref. [3]
and references therein). Even with the simpler 1D setup,
Doppler degradation of the absorption signal linewidth
and amplitude for a single Rydberg state can be reduced
by tuning the ratio of the dressing and coupling relative
laser intensities [4]. However, both of these applications
involve only the four state version of Fig. 1, hence do
not consider the enhanced RF signal detection enabled
by resonant coupling between two Rydberg states that is
the focus of this paper.

A very specific 1D RF sensing setup was considered
in Ref. [9] that very nearly satisfies the zero atom recoil
condition through careful selection of the atomic states.
Only the Autler–Townes splitting measurement was con-
sidered (yielding 28.2 mV/m resolution), and this setup
of course greatly reduces sensor flexibility since it limits
the choice of RF frequencies.

This paper will also highlight the 2D “star” setup, but
now focused on the RF sensing problem. The laser ori-
entation angles may be thought of as being adjusted ac-
cording to the Rydberg state |4⟩ selected by the coupling
laser frequency, in turn chosen so that there exists a |4⟩–
|5⟩ transition near-resonant with the incident RF signal.
The RF sensing problem involves coherent transitions be-
tween the two different Rydberg states, coherently cou-
pled to the three core states as well. The general signal
optimization problem, not limited by the Autler–Townes
splitting measurement, will be seen to lie in a very dif-
ferent physical regime from the previously cited applica-
tions, and as detailed below introduces a variety of new
exploitable degrees of freedom.
As alluded to above, an additional experimental chal-

lenges for 2D setups is the wider laser beams required to
(i) properly illuminate a reasonable vapor volume within
the intersecting region, and (ii) increase the dwell time of
the moving atom within this region (reduce transit time
broadening). Thus, probe beam transit lengths in the 1
cm range through the excited volume of the vapor are
required to obtain sufficient transmitted amplitude (ex-
ponential decay) variability with tuning parameters. For
1D setups the required beam overlap volumes can be ac-
complished with the commonly used∼ 1 mm wide beams.
For 2D setups this is no longer the case and additional
work will be required to fully exploit its predicted ad-
vantages. Similarly, ∼ 1 cm interaction region diameters
are needed to avoid the effect of transit time broadening
overwhelming the intrinsic Rydberg cavity linewidth—
the atom actually needs to reside in the interaction vol-
ume long enough to detect and exploit the existence of a
high-q cavity.

C. Outline

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Ex-
perimental designs of interest (pictured in Fig. 1) are
described in Sec. II. There are substantial sensing ad-
vantages to using laser cooled and trapped atoms, but
the focus here will be on the much simpler, hence more
broadly applicable setup exploiting an equilibrium room
temperature vapor cell despite performance degradation
due to thermal motion. Theoretical models, based on
the Lindblad formalism, are described in Sec. III. The
assumptions underlying the widely used reduction to the
five-state model illustrated in Fig. 1 are discussed, espe-
cially the proper inclusion of the various previously de-
scribed linewidth broadening effects. Results leading to
2–3 orders of magnitude increase in signal sensitivity are
described in Sec. IV. The finite frequency response and
associated sensor bandwidth is discussed in Sec. V, with
details of the linear response mathematical formalism rel-
egated to App. A. We note that it has recently been pro-
posed that significant further sensitivity enhancements,
by another order of magnitude or more, are possible us-
ing resonant or confining microwave structures to amplify
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FIG. 2. Probe (blue), Dressing (green), and Coupling
(red) laser orientation “2D star” configuration enforcing the
Doppler condition (3.20) in the form kP + kD + kC = 0 for
the 87Rb setup described in Fig. 1. In support of the five-
state model reduction, all lasers and RF fields are chosen also
to have vertical linear polarization relative to this 2D plane.
This way the Rabi frequencies involve only the z-component
of the transition dipole moments [see (2.2) and (2.3)], and
transitions between states with different vertical angular mo-
mentum values mF are suppressed.

the incident field within the vapor cell [16]. The impact
of these improvements on (shot noise-limited) signal SNR
are described in Sec. VI and compared to the previously
discussed classical antenna results. The paper is con-
cluded in Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Rydberg state population is maintained by a finely
tuned laser setup, exciting the atom via a sequence of
transitions between a selected set of states {|n⟩} with
energies {εn}. A particular transition |m⟩ → |n⟩ is effi-
ciently excited only when one of the laser frequencies ωα

lies sufficiently close to the energy difference (εn−εm)/ℏ,
allowing one to ignore, to a good approximation, all un-
connected states. Given the energy degeneracies pro-
duced by conservation of total atomic angular momentum
(and indexed by quantum number mF ), identification of
the set {|n⟩} may be subtle. This will be discussed fur-
ther in Sec. III where the theoretical model is developed.

The focus here is the 3-laser setup shown in Fig. 1, sig-
nificantly extending a recent 2-laser setup analysis [21].
As detailed below, the laser layout geometry, a 2D exam-
ple of which is pictured in Fig. 2, enables some degree of
Doppler control [22], hence improved atomic resonance
enhancement.

A. EIT signal

The combination of laser, local oscillator (LO) [11, 12]
(in the form, e.g, of a carefully designed dielectric cavity

Vapor cell dimensions (1 cm)3

Vapor number density NA 1010 atoms/cm3

Laser beam width w 1 cm
Probe transition hyperfine levels F1 = 2, F2 = 3
Probe transition dipole moment |d12| 1.7314× 10−29 C-m
Temperature T 300 K

Thermal velocity vth =
√

kBT/mA 169.3 m/s

TABLE I. Example 87Rb experimental and atomic parame-
ters. As explained in the text, the d12 value is a commonly
used effective value derived from an average over the rotation-
ally degenerate quantum numbers mF1,mF2 consistent with
the Probe beam polarization. The quoted beam width value
is substantially larger than the current ∼ 1 mm typical for 1D
setups, but is needed to fully illuminate the desired ∼ 1 cm3

cell volume within the three intersecting laser beams (Fig. 2)
and reduce transit time broadening. Longer cell lengths will
be considered as well to explore optimal, though less practi-
cal, sensitivity limits (Sec. IVD).

surrounding the atomic vapor cell [16]), and incident field
illumination creates a coherent superposition of core and
Rydberg states. The resonant tuning of this state is the
basis for the sensing capability through the electromag-
netically induced transparency (EIT) effect. Thus, the
perturbation of the Rydberg states by the incident field
induces a variation in the core state amplitudes, and this
affects the absorption characteristics of the Probe beam.
Specifically, the measured signal is the photon count cor-
responding to the transmitted fraction

PEIT(t) =
Pph(t)

P0
(2.1)

where P0 is the laser power entering the vapor cell and
Pph the power at the photodetector [1, 2, 7, 8, 10]. For
small incident field the variation of PEIT will be corre-
spondingly small, and the fundamental noise floor will be
determined by the Poisson statistics (shot noise) of the
photon count perturbation (see Sec. VI). Thermal noise
effects internal to the photodetector are present, but are
negligible in comparison. To maximize the perturbation
the setup, especially cell length, is designed to produce
moderate overall absorption, PEIT ∼ 0.5.

B. Electric field coupling and Rabi frequencies

The coupling of the illumination fields to the atom is
quantified by the Rabi frequencies

Ωmn =
1

ℏ
Emn · dmn (2.2)

with transition dipole moment [2]

dmn = ⟨m|eR|n⟩, (2.3)

where R =
∑

i(ri − rN ) is the electron charge displace-
ment operator relative to the nuclear coordinate rN .
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Here, Emn is the amplitude of the time-dependent field
Emne

−iωαt corresponding to the illumination frequency
ωα tuned close to the transition between states |m⟩ and
|n⟩: ℏωα ≃ εn − εm. Whenever convenient, the sub-
scripts (P,D,C,LO) will be used interchangeably with
(12, 23, 34, 45). Some example experimental parameter
values are listed in Table I.

For the special case of the transition between Rydberg
states there are two contributions

ΩRy(t) =
1

ℏ
ERy(t) · d45 = ΩLO +Ωin(t) (2.4)

in which the total field ERy(t) = ELO +Ein(t) by design
includes both the LO and spectrally “nearby” incident
field. The LO multiplier e−iωLOt has been factored out,
and Ωin(t) may then be thought of as a narrow-band
communication signal centered on the (small) frequency
difference ∆ωin = ωin − ωLO [23–25].

For the purposes of the present discussion it may be
assumed that ωin is to some degree known, and leads to a
choice of Rydberg states for which the energy level differ-
ence |ε5−ε4| indeed lies sufficiently close to ℏωin (e.g., fre-
quency within a few MHz). The Coupling laser is tuned
to populate the state |4⟩, while the LO introduces a con-
trolled coupling to state |5⟩. As will be seen, tuning both
the frequency and the amplitude of the LO can be used to
enormously enhance the sensitivity of PEIT to Ωin—the
Rydberg cavity effect alluded to in the Introduction.

If ωin is not accurately known, one would need to tune
the sensor across a sufficiently large bandwidth to locate
the signal. This is in principle no different from the action
of a classical frequency tuner, but the process in this case
is clearly more complicated as one must hop between dif-
ferent selected pairs of Rydberg levels, enabled through
the combination of tunable Coupling laser and LO.

C. Signal linear response

The signal sensitivity may be characterized by the fre-
quency domain linear response SEIT defined by

PEIT[ΩRy(t)] = PEIT(ΩLO) + SEIT(ΩLO, ω)Ω
0
ine

−iωt

+ O(|Ω0
in|2) (2.5)

defined by a harmonic signal Ωin(t) = Ω0
ine

−iωt, hence
fixed ∆ωin = ω. This paper will first focus (Sec. IV) on
the adiabatic limit |ω|/ωLO ≪ 1, for which

Sad
EIT(ΩLO) ≡ SEIT(ΩLO, 0) =

∂PEIT

∂ΩLO
(2.6)

reduces to the response to a steady state perturbation
of the LO amplitude. As will be discussed in Sec. V,
based on the full dynamical linear response theory devel-
oped in App. A, |SEIT(ΩLO, ω)| degrades with nonzero
frequency, so the adiabatic limit represents maximum

achievable sensitivity. The more general time domain
linear response signal

∆PEIT[ΩRy(t)] ≡ PEIT[ΩRy(t)]− PEIT(ΩLO) (2.7)

=

∫
dω

2π
SEIT(ΩLO, ω)Ω

0
in(ω)e

−iωt

will be strongly distorted if the signal spectrum Ω0
in(ω)

is supported on a bandwidth larger than this. To
avoid distortion of wider band signals one needs to
tune ωLO some distance, much larger than the band-
width, away from the signal center frequency where
SEIT(ΩLO, ω) ≃ SEIT(ΩLO,∆ωin) may be approximated
as constant across the band—at the expense of reduced
amplitude response [23–25].
Note that since SEIT is defined as a linear response

coefficient it can be either sign. Maximum response cor-
responds to the magnitude, hence to the steepest part
of the PEIT(ΩLO) curve, whether ascending or descend-
ing. Both positive and negative cases will be seen in the
results to follow.

III. EQUATION OF MOTION: LINDBLAD
OPERATOR FORMALISM

The strong illuminations permit a semiclassical model-
ing approach in which the electric field is treated as clas-
sical, coupling to the atom via the standard Stark term,
while the spontaneous decays are treated statistically [2].
Thus, the full atom–photon field problem is replaced by
one involving atomic states alone, described by a den-
sity matrix ρ̂, projected here onto the (five, in this case)
illumination-driven states. The equation of motion

∂tρ̂ = i[ρ̂, Ĥ] + D̂[ρ̂] (3.1)

(setting ℏ = 1) includes both unitary evolution via the

Stark Hamiltonian Ĥ, and nonunitary relaxation via the
Lindblad operator D̂[ρ̂] that incorporates the sponta-
neous decay rates in the “quantum master equation”
form [2]:

Dmn =

{
− 1

2ρmn

∑
p(γm→p + γn→p), m ̸= n∑

p(ρppγp→n − ρnnγn→p), m = n.
(3.2)

Due to the tree-like structure seen in Fig. 1, in which
there are no closed excitation loops (e.g., no additional
laser directly coupling states |3⟩, |5⟩ or |2⟩, |4⟩) one may
consistently transform to a “rotating” frame in which all
driving frequencies are absorbed into the states:

|n⟩ → ei(εn+∆n)t|n⟩, ρmn → ei(εm−εn+∆m−∆n)tρmn,
(3.3)

where εn are the bare atom energy levels and

∆n = εn − εm − ωmn, (3.4)

is the detuning of the illumination frequency ωmn cou-
pling states |m⟩, |n⟩. The Lindblad operator is un-
affected by this transformation and in the absence of
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the incident field (Ωin = 0) the transformed Hamil-
tonian is time-independent with off-diagonal elements
Hmn = −Ωmn/2 = −Ω∗

nm/2 and diagonal elements given
by tree-branch partial sums of detunings [2]—see (3.6)
below.

A. Reduction to five-level system model

As alluded to above, the choice of the number of states
{|n⟩} to explicitly keep in the model is not entirely ob-
vious due to the 2F + 1 degeneracy implied by the fi-
nite total angular momentum quantum number (hyper-
fine level) F . The 87Rb and 133Cs ground state hyperfine
splittings are in the several GHz range, hence essentially
equally populated at room temperature (kBT/h ≃ 6
THz). The lasers, having linewidths in the kHz range,
are in fact tuned to specific hyperfine levels, which speci-
fies selected F values for each state in Fig. 1 (not shown).

The near-universal simplification, which will be fol-
lowed here, is to represent each rotationally degenerate
subset, −Fn ≤ mFn ≤ Fn, with a single state |n⟩ [2].
The effective transition dipole moment, hence Rabi fre-
quency Ωmn, specified in the model then represents a
rotational average defined by the laser polarization. For
planar experimental setups considered here (Fig. 2) all
lasers and RF fields have vertical linear polarization rel-
ative to the plane. Thus, only the Z component of the
transition dipole moment (2.3) survives, leading to con-
servation of mF . The representative probe transition val-
ues shown in Table I reflect this choice [20]. The Rabi
frequency values for the other transitions, used to guide
the model choices below, are similarly informed by ex-
perimental measurements using specific laser intensities
[20]. It is quite possible that detailed comparisons be-
tween the predictions in this paper and experiment will
require a more careful exploration of these assumptions,
and perhaps even an expansion of the atomic state basis,
to obtain high accuracy agreement. However, the gen-
eral conclusions, constrained by the basic physics of the
light–atom interactions, are expected to be robust.

1. Non-intrinsic decay mechanisms

It should be mentioned that Lindblad operator de-
cay parameters (3.2), in addition to standard atomic
level decay, may also include contributions from effects
such as beam transit, collisional, and laser linewidth
broadening. Collisional (limited to the Rydberg states)
and linewidth broadening lead to wavefunction dephas-
ing without changing the atomic state, hence contribute
to γn→n. Transit time broadening is treated as an addi-
tional decay mechanism γn→1 ∝ vth/w for all levels di-
rect to ground state, where w is an effective beam width
(see Table I): excited atoms leaving the beam region are
replaced by unexcited atoms entering the beam. As dis-
cussed in the Introduction, values w ∼ 1 cm that will be

Transit time broadening coeff. cTr =
w
vth

γTr 2.71

Intrinsic laser linewidth γLa/2π 6 kHz
Rydberg collisional broadening γCol/2π 5 kHz
Non-lifetime decoherence rate γnlt/2π 20 kHz

TABLE II. Example 87Rb non-intrinsic decay parameters.
Here γTr = cTrvth/w represents the thermal mean of the in-
verse travel time across the beam and adds to the rate of
decay to ground γn→1 of all levels. We use here the Gaussian
beam geometrical factor cTr = 4/

√
π ln(2). Using vth = 169.3

m/s one obtains the values γTr/2π = 7.3, 73 kHz for w = 10, 1
mm, respectively. The other three account for various dephas-
ing processes γn→n = (γ2

n→+γ2
nlt)

1/2+γLa+γCol,n that do not
change the atomic state. Here γn→ is shorthand for the intrin-
sic decay rate out of state |n⟩ (see Fig. 1). The value of γLa

here is characteristic of current typical lab quality lasers [20].
The collision contribution γCol,n is taken nonzero only for the
Rydberg levels and in a full model would depend strongly on
temperature and vapor density. The value γnlt is similarly a
representative experimental fitting parameter accounting for
other unmodeled stochastic processes [20].

argued for in this paper are substantially larger than the
current 1 mm typical for 1D setups, but is required to
both reduce transit time broadening and to fully illumi-
nate the 1 cm3 cell volume within the three intersecting
laser beams (Fig. 2). Such increased illumination volume
is a challenge, but is an active experimental pursuit for
a number of different applications relying on increased
sensitivity.

Representative values for these linewidth contribu-
tions, used in most of the numerical calculations to fol-
low, are listed Table II. Clearly the values given there,
intended only to be representative of some recent model–
experimental comparisons [20], are far from unique, and
would need to be adjusted for detailed comparison to
a given experiment. However, the major conclusions to
follow are all found to be robust against reasonable vari-
ations. The main conclusion is that the values here only
weakly affect the core state linewidths but strongly in-
fluence the Rydberg state linewidths. The latter will be
seen below to dominate optimal sensor design, consistent
with the high-q Rydberg cavity picture.

2. Five-level effective Hamiltonian

Given the above assumptions, the five-level system fo-
cused on here yields the 5× 5 Hamiltonian

H = −


0 ΩP /2 0 0 0

Ω∗
P /2 ∆2 ΩD/2 0 0
0 Ω∗

D/2 ∆3 ΩC/2 0

0 0 Ω∗
C/2 ∆4 ΩLO/2

0 0 0 Ω∗
LO/2 ∆5

 (3.5)
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with detuning parameters

∆2 = ∆P

∆3 = ∆P +∆D

∆4 = ∆P +∆D +∆C

∆5 = ∆P +∆D +∆C +∆LO. (3.6)

The lines in (3.5) emphasize the core and Rydberg sub-
spaces. All of the results to follow will be based on this
space of parameters. As stated, precise translation of
these to physical illumination parameters may be sub-
tle, but this is beyond the scope of this paper—awaiting
future experimental implementation.

For atom velocity v, the energy levels are Doppler
shifted relative to the stationary illuminators, with re-
sulting detuning shifts

∆α → ∆α + kα · v, (3.7)

where kα is the wavevector of illuminator α. Note that
even as the nominal local oscillator Doppler shift v/λLO is
at least O(104) smaller than the laser values, ELO(x) will
also not be plane-wave like, being strongly influenced by
the vapor cell geometry [16]. The Doppler shift of ∆LO is
therefore not cleanly defined and hence will be neglected.

3. Super-vector representation

Since the equation of motion (3.1) is linear in ρ̂, by
listing its elements as a column ‘supervector’ ρ, one ob-
tains

∂tρ = Gρ, G = iH+D (3.8)

with commutator matrix

Hmn,pq = Hqnδpm −Hmpδqn. (3.9)

The elements of D are similarly obtained by writing (3.2)
in the form

D[ρ]mn =
∑
p,q

Dmn,pqρpq (3.10)

and identifying

Dmn,pq =


− 1

2δpmδqn
∑

r(γm→r + γn→r), m ̸= n

δpqγp→n, m = n ̸= p

−δpq
∑

r(̸=n) γn→r, m = n = p,

(3.11)
where, to obtain the third line, we note that the ρnnγp→n

term cancels between the two terms in the second line of
(3.2).

B. Adiabatic limit

It follows from the equation of motion (3.8) that the
steady state, or adiabatic, density matrix ρad satisfies

Gρad = 0. (3.12)

Existence of a nonempty kernel follows from conservation
of probability,

t · ρ ≡ tr[ρ̂] = 1, tmn ≡ δmn. (3.13)

Applying the transpose (row vector) tT = t† to both
sides of (3.8) one obtains the constraint

t†G = 0 (3.14)

which guarantees reduced rank of G.
The linear response sensitivity derivative defined in

(2.5), as seen below, will involve the density matrix
derivative ∂ρ/∂ΩLO. One obtains

∂aρad = −G−1(∂aG)ρad, (3.15)

where a is any parameter. The restricted inverse, on the
space orthogonal to the kernel, may be computed from
the eigen-decomposition of G,

GuR
n = λnu

R
n , uL†

n G = λnu
L†
n

uL†
m uR

n = δmn, (3.16)

in which the second line is a normalization condition,
leading to the form

G−1 ≡
∑
λn ̸=0

1

λn
uL
nu

R†
n . (3.17)

Only the nonzero eigenvalues λn appear in the sum.
Since G is generally not symmetric, both the left and
right eigenvectors uL,R

n appear. For any illumination pa-
rameter (Rabi frequency or detuning value), one obtains
the rather sparse matrix

∂aG = i∂aH. (3.18)

The Rydberg sensor performance results presented in
Sec. IV will all be based on (3.15). Extension to finite
frequency solutions to (3.8), within the dynamic linear re-
sponse formalism developed in App. A, will be discussed
in Sec. V.

C. Thermal averages

Thermal averages are performed using the classical
Maxwell distribution (appropriate to finite T dilute va-
pors):

ρ̂th =

(
mA

2πkBT

)3/2 ∫
dve−mAv2/2kBT ρ̂(v) (3.19)

with atomic mass mA. For T = 300 K the 87Rb thermal
velocity is vth =

√
kBT/mA = 169 m/s. For λ = 1 µm

this leads to Doppler shifts vth/λ ≃ 170 MHz, enormous
compared to the ∼ 1 MHz, or less, resonant linewidths
encountered below. A naive estimate is hence that, re-
spectively, fewer than 1% and 0.01% of atoms that hap-
pen to be moving slowly, will contribute to Sth

EIT for 1D
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and 2D setups. In fact, it is generally much worse than
this. It will be seen below that the v dependence causes
different atom populations to give opposite-sign, near-
canceling contributions to Sth

EIT unless one enforces the
condition ∑

α

kα = 0. (3.20)

Enforcing this experimentally for the three laser system
is accomplished by appropriately orienting the beams in a
2D “star” configuration. The 87Rb example shown in Fig.
1 leads to the configuration shown in Fig. 2. It should
be emphasized that the condition (3.20) does not lead
to true Doppler compensation (e.g., effectively smaller
T ), it simply restores the above naive Doppler-reduced
estimate.

D. EIT response

The EIT response is derived from ρ̂th in the form [2]

Pth
EIT(L) =

ΩP (L)
2

ΩP (0)2
= e−αPRP (L) (3.21)

in which ΩP (s), 0 ≤ s ≤ L represents the probe beam
amplitude a distance s into the vapor cell of length L
and inhomogeneity across the beam is neglected. The
exponential decay argument RP is derived from the probe
transition component of the density matrix

RP (L) =

∫ L

0

Im[ρth21(s)]

ΩP (s)
ds (3.22)

with coefficient

αP =
2kPN0|d12|2

ϵ0ℏ
(3.23)

in which N0 is the vapor atomic number density. The
linear response sensitivity derivative follows in the form

Sth
EIT(L) = −αPR

LO
P (L)Pth

EIT(L), RLO
P (L) ≡ ∂RP (L)

∂ΩLO
.

(3.24)
Note that Re[ρth21] corresponds to an index of refraction,
perhaps detectable via an alternative interference mea-
surement. Note also that absorption is a consequence of
decay processes: Im[ρ̂th] is nonzero only due to the pres-

ence of D̂[ρ̂th], mainly through the relatively large value

γ2→1. Spectral properties of Ĥ dominate the resonant
behavior, but D̂[ρ̂th] generates the EIT signal.
For sufficiently small ΩP , ρ̂th21 is linear in ΩP and

ρ̂th21/ΩP is a constant, independent of s, proportional to
the vapor linear polarizeability tensor whose imaginary
(absorptive) part produces the beam attenuation. How-
ever, the result (3.22) is actually quite general, including
nonlinear atomic polarization effects present for larger
ΩP [26]. For the setup shown in Fig. 1, it will be seen

that the linear regime corresponds roughly to ΩP /2π < 3
MHz. However, larger values may be desired to increase
signal SNR through increased photon count, even with
the added complication of an inhomogeneous vapor. This
will be analyzed in some detail below.
If one assumes that only ΩP varies along the beam,

then (3.21)–(3.24) are computed by solving the ODE pair

∂sΩP (s) = −1

2
αP Im[ρth21[ΩP (s)]]

∂sR
LO
P (s) =

1

ΩP (s)
Im

[
∂ρth21
∂ΩLO

[ΩP (s)]

]
(3.25)

− αP

2
ΩP (s)R

LO
P (s)Im

[
∂

∂ΩP (s)

ρth21[ΩP (s)]

ΩP (s)

]
with all other parameters taken as fixed. The two density
matrix derivatives are computed via (3.15). Depending
on setup details, these equations could be extended to
treat simultaneous inhomogeneity of the remaining Ωα,
generated by exponentials of other components of ρ̂th,
but this lies beyond the scope of the present work.
For ΩP = 0 there is no excitation out of the ground

state, and any initial state will ultimately relax to the
ground state. The adiabatic solution is therefore simply
the ground state, ρlm = δl1δm1; in particular ρ21 = 0. As
alluded to above, for small ΩP the leading linear correc-
tion produces a constant value (independent of both ΩP

and depth s) for the ratio Im[ρ21(ΩP )]/ΩP appearing in
(3.22), and one obtains the simple result

RP (L) = L
Im[ρth21(ΩP (0))]

ΩP (0)
. (3.26)

The linear response sensitivity also simplifies to the form

Sth
EIT(L) = −αPL

ΩP
Im

[
∂ρth21(ΩP )

∂ΩLO

]
e−αPRP (L). (3.27)

This same result holds for sufficiently thin cells for which
ΩP ≃ ΩP (0) may be taken as uniform. We find that this
approximation is indeed valid for L ≲ 1 cm. For numer-
ical simplicity, most examples below will use this limit.
At the end we consider nontrivial solutions of (3.25) for
larger ΩP and/or L, addressing questions of optimal cell
length.

IV. OPTIMAL SENSOR PERFORMANCE
RESULTS

We now describe a set of results, based on the pre-
viously described adabatic limit theoretical approach,
aimed at maximizing signal sensitivity. At the end (Sec.
VI) we will use these results to estimate the correspond-
ingly enhanced SNR and compare to the classical an-
tenna results based on (1.1)–(1.5). in Sec. V we will
expand the analysis to include non-adiabatic (finite fre-
quency) effects. We focus first on Doppler effects and
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FIG. 3. Top left: Linear response sensitivity Sth
EIT(T = 300 K) vs. Doppler detuning for the 1D setup: kD antialigned with kP ,

in turn either aligned or antialigned with kC , and for a w = 1 mm beam width. Vertical cyan lines mark zero crossings. Here kC
is varied through the Coupling parameter ∆C + kCvx at fixed ∆C . Using the parameters in Fig. 1, the true physical sensitivity
(kphys

C /kP = 0.6197; vertical red lines) is < 10% of its value at the Doppler point κDopp ≡ kD/kP −1 = 0.00549. Experimentally
motivated parameters are L = 1 cm, (ΩP ,ΩD,ΩC ,ΩLO)/2π = (2.7, 3.9, 3.1, 0.85) MHz and all ∆α = 0. Bottom left: Expanded
view of the very narrow negative-going main peak. The O(10−3) dimensionless scale here corresponds to roughly 0.4 THz in
Coupling laser frequency. Top and bottom right: Identical plots using the larger w = 1 cm beam width. Middle: Velocity
spectra SEIT(vx) = −αPR

LO
P (vx)Pth

EIT for the 1 mm (top) and 1 cm (bottom) beam widths. The decrease of its thermal average
Sth
EIT away from κDopp is seen to be due to a combination of cancelation between vx populations and spectral peak narrowing.

For this 1D setup it is seen that the effects of transit time broadening are fairly subtle. In fact, although the narrower beam
slightly degrades the peak sensitivity near the Doppler point kC/kP = κDopp, the sensitivity is significantly increased at the

physical points ±kphys
C .

the advantages of the star configuration (Fig. 2), and
then demonstrate the ultra-narrow linewidths (Rydberg
cavity effect) achievable in the small ΩLO regime (Sec.
IVC). The critical role of beam width and associated
transit time broadening is demonstrated as well. In all
cases we demonstrate increasing sensitivity with Dress-
ing laser power, an effect shown to be attributable to a
different form of Doppler compensation.

For most of the results, the L = 1 cm cell length and
ΩP /2π = 2.7 MHz values are sufficiently small that inho-
mogeneity effects along the beam path are not important
and the s-independent value (3.26) for the exponential
argument may be used. Only at the end (Sec. IVD) are
inhomogeneity effects explored for larger values of both
these parameters through full ODE solutions to (3.25).

A. 1D setup Doppler effect demonstration

To motivate the importance of Doppler compensa-
tion, we consider first the simpler 1D setup (defined
here as the x-axis), with Dressing laser antialigned with
the Probe laser. The Doppler condition corresponds
therefore to kP + kC = kD. Within the model de-
fined by the Hamiltonian (3.5), to illustrate the effects
of this condition we artificially vary the coefficient kC
in the Doppler shift term kCvx in (3.7) while maintain-
ing fixed values of the detuning and Rabi frequency pa-
rameters. Using the laser wavelengths shown in Fig. 1,
the physical values are kC/kP = ±0.6197 (correspond-

ing to Coupling beam aligned or anti-aligned with the
Probe beam) while the Doppler point corresponds to
(kC/kP )

Dopp ≡ kD/kP − 1 = 0.00549.
The signal linear response sensitivity results are shown

in Fig. 3 for 1 mm (left) and 1 cm (right) beam widths,
with remaining experimentally motivated parameters
listed in the caption. As seen in the left and right panels,
the maximum sensitivity |Sth

EIT| ∼ 4× 10−3 (Mrad/s)−1,
occurs very close to the Doppler point, and drops by at
least an order of magnitude at the physical value. The
bottom left and right panels show a magnified view of the
“Doppler resonance” whose central feature is ∆fC ∼ 0.4
THz wide (compared to the physical fC = 238 THz).
However, it corresponds to a much narrower “Doppler
linewidth” ∆fCvth/c ∼ 200 kHz when expressed in terms
of thermal variation of the detuning ∆C .
The middle panel shows the underlying velocity spec-

tra of the quantity

SEIT(vx) = −αPR
LO
P (vx)Pth

EIT (4.1)

whose thermal average (integral against the 1D Maxwell
distribution) produces the linear response sensitivity
(3.24). Here RLO

P (vx) is obtained from (3.22) and the
right hand side of (3.24) prior to the thermal average,
i.e., by evaluating Im[ρ21(vx)] at a fixed value of vx. The
thermally averaged transmission coefficient Pth

EIT ∼ 0.8
is required here to obtain the correct normalization, but
is a factor of order unity for the cell length L = 1 cm
considered here. As one moves away from the Doppler
compensated region, one sees that the peak sensitivity
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FIG. 4. Top: EIT linear response sensitivity vs. Doppler
for the 2D “star” setup, pictured in the Fig. 2 for w = 1
cm beam diameter and for a sequence of Dressing laser
amplitudes ΩD/2π = (3.9, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40) MHz,
from top to bottom as indicated. The Coupling detun-
ing ∆C + kC · v is varied through θC relative to θDopp

C =
−107.5◦ with fixed |kC |. The sensitivity curve maximum
magnitudes increase monotonically with Dressing laser am-
plitude, initially linearly but saturating at |Sth

EIT| ∼ 10−2

for ΩD/2π ∼ 40 MHz. Parameters are otherwise the same
as in Fig. 3. Bottom: Corresponding plot for w = 1 mm
beam diameter and for a somewhat larger range ΩD/2π =
(3.9, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80) MHz. For smaller
ΩD the linewidth is about twice as large and the maxi-
mum sensitivity about five times smaller. For larger ΩD the
linewidth narrows and the maximum it is only about 3 times
smaller.

(color scale) does not change very much, but the spec-
trum strongly narrows. This, in combination with some
cancelation between positively and negatively sensitive
atom populations (especially to the right of the Doppler
point) is what leads to the rapid drop in the thermal
average seen in the upper panel. The latter cancelation
effect will be seen below to be more important for the 2D
setup.

Finally, we note that the effects of transit time broad-
ening (see Table II and its caption) are quite subtle
and varied. The resonant structure near the Doppler

point, reflecting the fine scale structure of the veloc-
ity spectra, varies strongly, with extremal sensitivity
flipping sign (3.4 × 10−3 (Mrad/s)−1 for w = 1 mm,
−4.2 × 10−3 (Mrad/s)−1 for w = 1 cm), but the mag-
nitude changes little. On the other hand, the sensitivity
at the physical points significantly increases for the nar-
rower beam: (2.4, 4.0)× 10−4 (Mrad/s)−1 for w = 1 mm
vs. (0.75, 2.1) × 10−4 (Mrad/s)−1 for w = 1 cm (with

the two figures for kC = kphysC and kC = −kphysC , respec-
tively). From the middle panel of Fig. 3, it appears that
this effect originates in broadening of the underlying res-
onant lineshapes leading to reduced cancelation between
different speed atoms.
Another interesting feature of the w = 1 cm velocity

spectrum is the contrast between the slow moving atom
value SEIT(vx = 0) ∼ 0.04 (Mrad/s)−1, which might be
thought of as the T = 0 sensitivity, and the significantly
larger values for finite velocity atoms (vx ∼ ±5 m/s, in
the central region of the plot). The thermal mean picks
up both contributions, and this explains the thermal re-
duction factor of only ∼ 10% near the Doppler point vs.
the previously estimated 1% for the 1D setup.

1. Key takeaways

The 1D example clearly demonstrates the sensitivity
advantage of the Doppler compensated setup (artificially
generated, in this case), and it is interesting that there is
no intrinsic advantage to increasing beam diameter other
than to increase photon count. Away from the Doppler
point, narrower beams in fact lead to higher sensitivity
values through increased weight in the tails of the under-
lying resonance. There are many practical experimental
advantages to the 1D setup, and this appears to be yet
another (not previously recognized).
In the analysis of the 2D star setup to follow, however,

the opposite conclusion will be found. The Doppler ad-
vantage is much more sensitive to linewidth broadening,
and the ∼ 1 cm beam diameter is necessary to achieve the
promised orders of magnitude sensitivity increase. The
increased photon count from such a beam is completely
separate from this aspect of the analysis, and is an added
benefit.

B. 2D star configuration Doppler effect
demonstration

The 2D setup enables proper physical control of the
Doppler condition kP +kD+kC = 0 by way of the “star”
configuration shown in Fig. 2. We will consider pertur-
bations of this condition by varying the angle θC of kC .
Figure 4 shows the thermally averaged linear response
sensitivity vs. θC for various Dressing laser amplitudes
ΩD for beam widths w = 1 mm and 1 cm. The sensitiv-
ity magnitude in all cases drops by a factor of O(10) on
∆θC ∼ 1◦ scales, corresponding to fC∆θCvth/c ∼ 2 MHz
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FIG. 5. EIT linear response sensitivity velocity spectra SEIT(v) = −αPR
LO
P (v)Pth

EIT, in units of (Mrad/s)−1, corresponding
mainly to the ΩD/2π = 5 MHz case in the upper panel (w = 1 cm) of Fig. 4. The magnitude of the thermal averages (3.5),
Sth
EIT = [−4.28 (a),−10.6 (b),−11.4 (c),−5.82 (d),−1.25 (e)] × 10−4 (Mrad/s)−1, decrease rapidly away from the Doppler

angle θDopp
C = −107.5◦ (Fig. 2) even while the color scale varies rather weakly. The special panel (c′) demonstrates the alternate

Doppler suppression effect of much larger ΩD/2π = 40 MHz, with greatly broadened resonance region and six-fold sensitivity
enhancement of Sth

EIT = −66.6×10−4 (Mrad/s)−1. For 87Rb the thermal standard deviation vth = 169.3 m/s easily encompasses
the nonzero central regions for (a–e), but not so for (c′) which explains the saturation effect seen in Fig. 4. Note the distinctly

different patterns for θC > θDopp
C , θC = θDopp

C , and θC < θDopp
C reflecting the rapidly evolving illumination-induced “dressed”

atomic level resonances. At these laser wavelengths, each 1 m/s velocity change represents a Doppler-induced detuning shift
∆v/λ ∼ 1 MHz.

thermal variation of the detuning ∆C . The fine-scale fea-
tures, on the other hand, are on 0.1◦ scales, which serve
to define a Doppler linewidth of ∼ 200 kHz, consistent
with the 1D result above.

For the 1 mm Probe beam case, the O(10−4) peak sen-
sitivity value for ΩD/2π = 3.9 MHz is consistent with the
naive ∼ 0.01% estimate above. This value is also similar
to the 1D setup physical values seen in Fig. 3, so there
is clearly no significant advantage to the 2D configura-
tion. Reality is actually even worse than this: we use
here cell length L = 1 cm for both cases, with the entire
Probe beam region of the vapor considered as an active
volume. If all three beams are taken as 1 mm, the sensi-
tivity would drop by another order of magnitude due to
the proportionally smaller change in transmission P th

EIT
through the active region—an effective cell length L ∼ 1
mm would now appear in the prefactor of equation (3.27).
Thus, in absence of any beam broadening the 1D setup
has the clear advantage.

On the other hand, if all beams are broadened to 1 cm,
one observes an order of magnitude larger O(10−3) peak

sensitivity, a consequence, as we shall see below, of re-
duced transit time broadening in addition to the Doppler
enhancement. For both beam widths, the increase with
ΩD (and with ΩC , but not shown here) occurs because in-
creasing the off-diagonal components of the Hamiltonian
(3.5) reduces the influence of the Doppler-dominated di-
agonal components. The effect begins to saturate above
ΩD/2π ∼ 40 MHz because the increasing velocities in-
volved are suppressed by the Maxwell distribution (3.19).

Insight into these effects is again obtained from the un-
derlying velocity spectrum SEIT(v) (now depending on
both velocity components) shown in Fig. 5 for five dif-
ferent values of θC . Different atom populations clearly

contribute very differently. For example, for θC = θDopp
C ,

the stationary atom value SEIT(v = 0) ≃ 0.05 is actually
dominated by neighboring large negative sensitivity re-
gions SEIT(v) ∼ −0.3. The special panel (c′) of the figure
demonstrates the effect of large ΩD, verifying additional
effective Doppler suppression via spectral broadening.

As in the 1D case, away from the Doppler point, the
scale of signal sensitivity variation with v is unchanged,
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FIG. 6. EIT linear response sensitivity vs. Doppler and Cou-
pling laser detuning for the 2D “star” setup, pictured in Fig.
2. Units are (Mrad/s)−1 and parameters are otherwise the
same as in Fig. 3. The ∆C = 0 transect is the same as the
topmost curve (ΩD/2π = 3.9 MHz) in the upper panel of Fig.
4. The detailed transect profile is seen to depend strongly on
∆C , reaching maximum overall magnitude in windows around
∆C/2π ≃ 0 and |∆C |/2π ≃ 0.6 MHz, dropping off rapidly for
|∆C |/2π > 1 MHz, and including a local minimum accompa-
nying the sign reversal in the neighborhood of |∆C |/2π = 0.4
MHz.

but the geometry of the positive and negative regions
changes dramatically, with Sth

EIT → 0 through a combi-
nation of cancellation between regions and shrinkage of
the near-resonant region. It is observed numerically that
the cancellation effect operates more strongly here than
in the 1D case (especially compared the left side of the
bottom panel of Fig. 3 where it is essentially absent).

Note that even as the 1D configuration has a built in
O(10−2) Doppler disadvantage, it is simpler to set up
and has geometric advantages, such as easy to achieve
larger interaction region length scale L and conveniently
overlapping laser beams, that have made it the dominant
experimental focus. The active vapor volume could then
be straightforwardly increased by lengthening the cell to
gain a factor of O(10) over the result in Fig. 3. As stated
earlier, similar 2D setup gains require greatly broadening
the ∼ 1 mm3 intersecting beam volume.

Figure 6 shows an example of the strong dependence
of the Doppler-enhanced EIT signal on other parameter
settings, in this case linear response sensitivity as a func-
tion of both coupling laser angle θC and detuning ∆C .
The line shapes (horizontal transects) are extremely sen-
sitive to the ∆C value. Since all other detuning values are
taken to vanish, the curves are even functions of ∆C . The
largest peak sensitivity magnitude is at |∆C |/2π ≃ 0.25
MHz, and fades rapidly for |∆C |/2π > 1 MHz.

Unlike increasing ΩD (and/or ΩC) such parameter
variations do not demonstrate any strong enhancement
of |SEIT|, only strong variability of detailed line shapes.
However it is clear that there are additional O(1) gain

FIG. 7. EIT linear response sensitivity Sth
EIT including the

regime of very small local oscillator strength ΩLO for three
different beam widths w = 1, 10, 100 mm, and for sequences
of Dress laser amplitudes ΩD similar to those used in Fig. 4.
The 40 ≤ ΩD/2π ≤ 80 MHz ranges in the middle and lower
plots are in steps of 10 MHz. As usual, parameters are other-
wise the same as in Fig. 3. As discussed in the main text (Sec.
IVC), the interesting nonmonotonic structure of the curves
reflects a combination of the underlying Rydberg level spec-
tral resonances and line broadening mechanisms. For larger
w, peak sensitivities at small ΩLO are evident. The sensitiv-
ity enhancement with increasing ΩD seen in Fig. 4 is clearly
preserved.

factors available through optimization within this space
if desired.

C. Weak local oscillator “Rydberg cavity” regime

We now arrive at the second main message of this
paper. Motivated by experiments, the previous results
all used moderate LO amplitude values ΩLO/2π ∼ 1
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FIG. 8. Linear response sensitivity (Mrad/s)−1 vs. Probe
beam amplitude ΩP ≡ ΩP (0) and cell length L. Parameters
are otherwise as in Fig. 3. Above: Full inhomogeneous so-
lution (3.21) using ΩP (s) obtained from numerical solution
of the coupled ODEs (3.25). Below: Homogeneous approx-
imation using uniform ΩP (s) = ΩP . The red dashed line
highlights the result for ΩP /2π = 2.7 MHz for which rather
different optimal cell lengths (red dots) are found.

MHz. However, if one focuses on the lower right 2 × 2
block in the Hamiltonian (3.5), one might expect strong
resonance effects for ΩLO comparable to the difference
∆5 −∆4 = ∆LO. Thus, the energy levels

ϵ± =
∆5 +∆4

2
± 1

2

√
∆2

LO + |ΩLO|2

=
1

2

(
∆LO ±

√
∆2

LO + |ΩLO|2
)
, (4.2)

in which the second line specializes to the recoil-free con-
dition ∆4 = 0, are strongly hybridized in this regime.
Of course, the core state coupling ΩC and Rydberg level
decay parameters (listed in the caption to Fig. 1) must
influence any such conclusion, but to the extent that ΩC

may be viewed as an external driving of an otherwise
isolated, high-q Rydberg state “cavity,” one may expect
strong variations in the character of the full core-plus-

FIG. 9. Demonstration of the Rydberg cavity picture for the
star configuration Fig. 2 (hence θC = θDopp

C ). Plotted are the
frequency-dependent EIT linear response sensitivity magni-
tudes |Sth,±

EIT | (A28) for a sequence of beam diameters 0.5 mm
≤ w ≤ ∞ using the usual illumination parameters shown in
the plot titles. The adiabatic limit (2.6) in each case corre-
sponds to the peak at ∆fRF = 0 (RF frequency identical to
the transition frequency between Rydberg levels). Top: Ex-
panded frequency range |∆fRF| ≤ 1.25 MHz. Labeled beam
diameters are all in mm, with w = ∞ corresponding to van-
ishing transit time broadening effect, γTr = 0. For all green
and blue curves, the remaining decoherence parameters are
as listed in the last three lines of Table II. For the uppermost
“intrinsic only” curves (black, magenta) the latter are taken
to vanish as well, with only the intrinsic decay rates listed in
the caption to Fig. 1 accounted for in the model. The lat-
ter clearly set the ∼ 20 kHz minimum achievable linewidth
Bottom: Identical curves over the reduced frequency range
|∆fRF| ≤ 100 kHz. A few additional w values are now in-
cluded for clarity.

Rydberg atomic superposition state in this regime, ulti-
mately feeding into the Probe laser EIT response. For
the sensor application, the desired sharp response will
directly reflect the perturbation of ΩLO by the incident
RF signal.

This expectation is fully confirmed in Fig. 7, which
shows results for a much broader range of LO am-
plitudes, including very small values—now focused on
∆4 = 0, equivalent to the star configuration constraint

θC = θDopp
C . The critical role of transit time broadening

γTr (see Table II) is demonstrated by comparing results
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FIG. 10. Demonstration of the Rydberg cavity picture for the
star configuration, similar to Fig. 9, but now in the limit of
small local oscillator amplitude ΩLO. Shown are selected dy-
namic linear response curves (frequency range |∆fRF| ≤ 750
kHz in the upper panel, |∆fRF| ≤ 100 kHz in the lower panel)
for beam widths w = 1 cm (black solid and cyan dashed
curves) and w = 10 cm (blue solid and green dashed curves).
For each w, results are shown for dressing laser amplitudes
ΩD/2π = 3.9, 15, 40 MHz as indicated by the equivalently
colored numbers in the upper panel, and by the “D” label
values in the lower panel. For each of the six cases, the val-
ues ΩLO/2π = 6, 7, 10, 17, 22, 30 kHz (associated with the “L”
label in the lower panel) is chosen near the peak of the cor-
responding curve in the middle and lower panels of Fig. 7. It
is seen that the central peak widths (∼ 40 kHz for w = 1 cm
and ∼ 20 kHz for w = 10 cm) are essentially the same as in
Fig. 9 despite the much larger ΩLO/2π = 850 kHz value used
there.

for beam widths w = 1 mm (γTr/2π = 73 kHz), w = 1
cm (γTr/2π = 7.3 kHz), and w = 10 cm (γTr/2π = 0.73
kHz). Similar to Fig. 4, the different curves in each panel
demonstrate the advantage of increasing dressing laser
amplitude ΩD, with extrema initially growing roughly
linearly with ΩD, but eventually saturating at large val-
ues. For vanishing detunings ∆α used here, symmetry
dictates that P th

EIT be an even function of ΩLO, hence
Sth
EIT → 0 for ΩLO → 0.

Consider first the w = 10 cm case. Such a large beam
width is clearly unlikely to be experimentally viable, and
is shown here only to highlight the resonant structure in
the limit where γTr is negligible compared to all other

Rydberg level decay and dephasing mechanisms listed in
Table II. The very narrow ∼ 10 kHz wide peak centered
on ΩLO/2π ≃ 7 kHz is controlled by these other mech-
anisms. The peak linear response sensitivity value (for
given ΩD) is enhanced by an order of magnitude com-
pared to experimental regimes ΩLO/2π ∼ 1 MHz char-
acteristic of typical 1D laser setups. The combination of
small ΩLO and large ΩD (compared to ΩD/2π ∼ 5 MHz
typical values) leads to a net O(102) enhancement.
The w = 1 mm case shows the opposite limit in which

γTr completely dominates the Rydberg level linewidth.
The overall (vertical) sensitivity scale of the plot is about
ten times smaller than the w = 10 cm case. Although
for large ΩD/2π ≳ 60 MHz there is a growing sensitivity
enhancement at lower ΩLO/2π ≈ 200 kHz (as well as
some interesting finer scale structure below 70 kHz), for
smaller ΩD the maximum magnitude actually occurs at
more conventional values ΩLO/2π ∼ 700 kHz. Note here
again that we use cell length L = 1 cm for all three
cases. As commented above, if all three beams are taken
as 1 mm, the sensitivity would drop by another order of
magnitude. Thus complete absence of beam broadening
again leads to much worse sensing outcomes than shown
in the subplot.

Finally, the w = 1 cm case, with γTr comparable to
other decay parameters, is observed to sit somewhere
in between. The resonant structure is clearly evident,
with somewhat broader ∼ 30 kHz peak widths centered
on ΩLO/2π ≃ 20 kHz. The peak linear response sensi-
tivity values (for given ΩD) are about 5 times smaller
than for the 10 cm beam, but still about 3 times larger
than for larger ΩLO/2π ∼ 1 MHz. The combination of
small ΩLO and large ΩD leads to a net O(30) enhance-
ment. Interestingly, the opposite sign peaks at interme-
diate values ΩLO/2π ∼ 0.35 MHz have nearly the same
sensitivity magnitude, and differ by only ∼ 20% from the
corresponding w = 10 cm peak values. This sign change
pattern is clearly common to all beam widths, though
the detailed structure varies strongly with w.
We have interpreted the adiabatic sensitivity limit re-

sults here in terms of effective resonant cavity behavior.
More explicit support for this interpretation will be pre-
sented in Sec. V where the full dynamical response is
computed. There the spectral linewidths will seen to be
controlled by the spontaneous decay rates of the Ryd-
berg states, with the peak occurring when the Rabi pe-
riod 1/ΩLO becomes comparable to the intrinsic lifetime
of the resonant Rydberg cavity.

D. Inhomogeneous Probe beam

Finally we return to consider inhomogeneous probe
beams. Figure 8 shows exact and approximate linear
response sensitivity results vs. input Probe beam ampli-
tude and cell length. The differences are not huge, but for
given ΩP (0) the two can give very different predictions
for the maximum sensitivity point, highlighted here for
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FIG. 11. Demonstration of the ‘failure’ of the Rydberg cav-
ity picture for the same linear configuration used for Fig. 3).
Plotted are the frequency-dependent EIT linear response sen-
sitivity magnitudes |Sth,±

EIT | (A28) for a sequence of beam di-
ameters 1 mm ≤ w ≤ ∞ using the illumination parameters
shown in the titles, and otherwise using the same parameters
as in Fig. 9. The adiabatic limit (2.6) again corresponds to
∆fRF = 0. Although the sensitivity has strong frequency de-
pendence, the overall linewidth is in the several MHz range.
Top: Expanded frequency range |∆fRF| ≤ 5 MHz. Labeled
beam diameters are all in mm, with w = ∞ corresponding
to vanishing transit time broadening effect. For all green
and blue curves, the remaining decoherence parameters are
as listed in the last three lines of Table II. For the uppermost
“intrinsic only” curves (black, magenta) the latter are taken to
vanish as well, with only the intrinsic decay rates listed in the
caption to Fig. 1 accounted for in the model. The sensitivity
“notch” near zero frequency for large w is due to fine-scale in-
terference between differently moving atom sub-populations.
Bottom: Identical curves over the reduced frequency range
|∆fRF| ≤ 250 kHz, exhibiting details of the notch behavior
for w > 20 mm or so. Additional w values are now included
for clarity.

ΩP (0)/2π = 2.7 MHz [in this case within the linear re-
sponse regime described by (3.26) and (3.27)]. In either
case, one can more than double the sensitivity by going to
considerably longer than L = 1 cm. Of course there are
practical issues (e.g., beam diameter requirements) that
may make this challenging. Although the scale of the
linear response sensitivity does not change dramatically
in the larger ΩP optically nonlinear regime, the photon
count, scaling as |ΩP |2, does increase substantially. As

discussed in Sec. VI, measurement SNR thereby increases
linearly with |ΩP | (to a point), so that larger values pro-
portionately improve the minimum detectable signal.

V. RYDBERG ANTENNA FINITE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

We now turn to examples of the full finite frequency
linear response function Sth

EIT(ω) defined in Sec. II C and
constructed in App. A. Its computation generalizes the
dynamical matrix inverse relation (3.15) and (3.17) to
the finite frequency form (A11) and (A13) and leading
to the EIT response (A26)–(A30).

1. Verification of the Rydberg cavity picture for the 2D star
configuration

We begin with example results, shown in Fig. 9, for the

2D star configuration setup, θC = θDopp
C , with moderate

ΩLO/2π = 0.85 MHz. The underlying adiabatic limit
velocity spectrum hence corresponds to that plotted in
Fig. 5(c). Due to the structure of the Stark operator

(A2), with the operators V̂0 and V̂ †
0 generating transi-

tions |4⟩ → |5⟩ and |5⟩ → |4⟩, respectively, there are
corresponding positive and negative frequency contribu-
tions Sth±

EIT(ω), defined in (A30), to the time-domain EIT
response (A29), plotted separately. Similar to Fig. 7,
the focus is on exhibiting the dependence of Sth

EIT(ω) on
Rydberg level line broadening effects, especially transit
time broadening. The two subplots show essentially the
same results on two different frequency scales. The ob-
served multi-time-scale content reflects the spectrum of
eigenvalues λn of the dynamical matrix G in (3.8), that
then also characterize the linear response spectral matrix
R(ω) in (A16).
The sharp behavior of Sth

EIT(ω) for small |ω| therefore
reflects the smallest magnitude λn, in turn representing
the slowest atomic processes. In the five-state model con-
sidered here, the latter are the decay and dephasing pro-
cesses listed in Table II. In the plots, the effect of transit
time broadening γtr ≃ 73/w[mm] kHz is again exhibited
through dependence of the spectrum on the beam width
w. It is seen that for increasing w ≳ 2 mm the line shapes
become increasingly sharp in the regime |fRF| ≲ 30 kHz,
and the peak (adiabatic) sensitivity increasingly large.
At the same time it is clear that highest sensitivity is
directly limited to correspondingly low bandwidth. This
limits detection of weak high bandwidth signals, but not
in a way intrinsically different from the operation of finely
tuned (e.g., impedance matched) classical antennas.
For w ≳ 50 mm the central peak saturates as γtr ≲ 1

kHz falls substantially below the other decay values listed
in Table II. The curves labeled “Intrinsic Only” corre-
spond to zeroing out the latter values as well, leaving only
the intrinsic decay rates (γ4→3, γ5→2)/2π = (1.64, 1.09)
kHz quoted in the caption to Fig. 1. Interestingly, though
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the peak value is multiplied by a factor of ∼ 2, the shape
of the central peak is almost unchanged, showing that
the adiabatic limit density matrix ρad factor appearing
in (A16) is more sensitive to these parameters than are
the eigenvalues themselves.

In Fig. 10 we show results for small ΩLO, close to
the peaks in Fig. 7, for a representative combination of
beam widths w = 1, 10 cm and Dressing laser amplitudes
ΩD/2π = 3.9, 15, 40 MHz. The central peak line widths
are essentially the same as seen in Fig. 9. The major
difference here is the much larger central peak height
above the broader “background” peaks that are much
more evident in Fig. 9. It follows that the larger ΩLO

value may be thought of as more weakly driving the Ry-
dberg cavity response relative to the spectrum of broader
resonant responses. The small ΩLO limit therefore suc-
ceeds in greatly increasing the adiabatic response through
greatly improved coupling to the Rydberg cavity. On the
other hand the response now drops off much more rapidly
with frequency, confirming that enhanced DC sensitivity
comes at the expense of greatly diminished broad band
sensitivity. This serves to further inform sensor parame-
ter choices depending on application.

2. ‘Failure’ of the Rydberg cavity picture for the 1D setup

Finally, to again demonstrate that the 2D star config-
uration is required to exploit the Rydberg resonant cav-
ity effect, we show in Fig. 11 dynamic linear response
results for the same collinear setup used to generate
Fig. 3 over a similar range of parameters. As seen, al-
though the sensitivity has strong frequency dependence,
the overall linewidth is in the several MHz range. For
large beam width w ≳ 2 cm a sensitivity “notch” devel-
ops near zero frequency. This is not a small eigenvalue
effect, but rather a sensitivity near-cancelation due to
fine-scale interference between differently moving atom
sub-populations. This provides more insight into the ob-
servation in Fig. 3 that the adiabatic sensitivity actually
decreases with beam width at the physical Coupling laser
wavenumber. The maximum response magnitude is now
actually seen to be at finite frequency ∆fRF ∼ 1 MHz.

VI. RYDBERG RECEIVER SNR

We now turn to a discussion of Rydberg sensor signal-
to-noise considerations, paralleling that for classical an-
tennas in Sec. IA. In the regimes of interest here the
experiments are dominated by shot noise, i.e., the ability
to accurately extract small changes in mean Probe beam
photon count rates from discrete data, rather than in-
strument thermal noise. The signal-to-noise ratio in this
case is

SNRRy =
δn̄P√

⟨(nP − n̄P )2⟩
(6.1)

in which the numerator is the change in Probe beam
mean photon count due to the incident RF signal and
the denominator is the standard deviation of the total
photon count. The total count is given by

n̄P =
ϵDIPADτ

ℏωP
Pth
EIT (6.2)

in which ϵD is the detector efficiency (exceeding 90% for
a good detector), IP is the probe beam intensity (power
per unit area), AD is the area of the beam intersecting
the detector and τ is the measurement time. Using the
linear response form (2.5) one obtains the count change

δn̄P = n̄P
Ω0

inS
th
EIT

Pth
EIT

. (6.3)

Applying Poisson statistics one obtains the variance

⟨(nP − n̄P )
2⟩ = n̄P , (6.4)

which finally yields

SNRRy =
√
n̄P

Ω0
inS

th
EIT

Pth
EIT

. (6.5)

Implicit in this formula is that the time average includes
an appropriate Fourier transform filter that compensates
for the e−i∆ωint time-dependence, which would otherwise
essentially zero out the average. The primary difference
between (6.5) and the transmission perturbation Ω0

inS
th
EIT

is the additional
√
n̄P factor, which like the classical an-

tenna electric field result (1.6), yields a
√
τ SNR improve-

ment with measurement time.
In order to express this result in physical units, we use

the Poynting vector result (1.2) and the Rabi frequency
relation (2.2) to estimate

EP =
√
2Z0IP ≈ ℏΩP

|d12|
, Ein ≈ ℏΩ0

in

|d45|
. (6.6)

Scaling by physically motivated parameter values, we de-
fine first the O(1) dimensionless ratio

REIT =

√
ϵD

Pth
EIT

AD

1 cm2

300 THz

fP
, (6.7)

in which we note that ϵD and PEIT are comparable and
each slightly less than unity. One obtains finally

SNRRy = 81.71REIT
Ein

1 µV/cm

2πSth
EIT

1 ns

× ΩP

2π(1 MHz)

|d45|
103|d12|

√
τ

1 s
(6.8)

where the linear response sensitivity factor is scaled here
to be unity for Sth

EIT = 10−3 (Mrad/s)−1 = (2π)−1×10−9

Hz−1. The ratio |d45|/|d12| ≈ n2 scales quadratically
with the principal quantum number, hence the corre-
sponding factor will exceed unity for n ≳ 32.
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FIG. 12. SNR linear response sensitivity measure (6.9) vs.
Probe beam amplitude ΩP ≡ ΩP (0) and cell length. Param-
eters are otherwise as in Fig. 3. Above: Full inhomogeneous
solution using ΩP (s) obtained from (3.25). Below: Homo-
geneous approximation using uniform ΩP (s) = ΩP . The red
dashed lines highlight the result for a typical experimental
value ΩP /2π = 2.7 MHz. Although the SNR measure here
produces significantly different optimal cell lengths (red dots)
compared to the sensitivity measure results shown in Fig. 8,
the numerical values are again rather weak functions of cell
length beyond L = 2 cm or so.

Example results are shown in Fig. 12 in which the di-
mensionless “SNR sensitivity” measure

SRy ≡ ΩPS
th
EIT√

Pth
EIT

, (6.9)

is plotted vs. Probe amplitude and cell length, and cor-
responds to the coefficient of Ein in (6.8) with all other
fixed experimental parameters dropped. The general pat-
tern is quite similar to the unscaled linear response sen-
sitivity result in Fig. 8. The major quantitative effect
is to push the optimum values to larger ΩP [due to the
latter’s appearance in the numerator in (6.9)] and larger
Lcell (which decreases Pth

EIT in the denominator). In both
figures, the sensitivity numerical values are rather weak

functions of cell length beyond roughly L = 2 cm.

A. Comparison with classical wire antenna

We finally compare the predictions of (6.8), obtained
by setting SNRRy = 1, with the classical wire antenna
E-field sensitivity estimate (1.6). Direct comparison is
complicated by the fact that very different parameter sets
enter the two. For specificity we set ΩP /2π = 2.7 MHz,
and begin by setting the factor REIT|d45|/103|d12| = 1.

1. 1D setup

Considering first the 1D setup shown in Fig. 3, the

physical value kC = −kphysC produces Sth
EIT ≈ 3 × 10−4

(Mrad/s)−1 and hence E-field sensitivity

E1D
in ≡ Ein

√
τ ≈ 1.4

µV

m
√
Hz

. (6.10)

As discussed in Sec. IA, Refs. [19, 20] quote values 2–
4 times larger than this, achieved using much smaller
AD ∼ 1 mm2 (hence reducingREIT by an order of magni-
tude) but then partially compensated via a combination
of longer cell lengths, larger n > 40, and larger Probe
intensity. It follows that the most direct way to further
increase sensitivity for the 1D setup, improving on (6.10)
by as much as an order of magnitude, is to increase the
beam area at fixed ΩP , i.e., by simultaneously broadening
the beam and increasing laser power. Equivalent multi-
beam assemblies are indeed under consideration [20].

2. 2D star configuration

The star configuration shown in Fig. 2 offers the op-
portunity for significant, order of magnitude or more,
Doppler compensation gains. This in combination with
large ΩD and small ΩLO (Figs. 4, 7) is predicted to en-
able Sth

EIT ≈ 0.02 (Mrad/s)−1 (obtained from the w = 1
cm panel of Fig. 7), a factor O(102) larger than the 1D
result [27]. All other things being equal, this improves
(6.10) to

E2D
in ≈ 20

nV

m
√
Hz

, (6.11)

a factor of 50 smaller than the classical estimate (1.6) if
one limits consideration to small Leff ≈ 1 cm antennas.
On the other hand, Leff ≈ 50 cm achieves the same clas-
sical E-field sensitivity as (6.11). This improvement with
wire antenna effective size is essentially equivalent to the
1/
√
AD E-field sensitivity scaling implicit in (6.7), but

with a vastly lower technological barrier. Thus, increas-
ing AD for the star configuration requires a proportionate
increase in the Dress and Coupling beam areas in order
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to cover the required increased intersecting volume. In-
creasing the vapor cell length L, which is quite natural
for the 1D setup, is even further limited for the 2D con-
figuration.

3. Low frequency limit

One may conclude from the above discussion that the
most natural application for Rydberg antennas is to low
frequencies in cases where the sensor volume is highly
constrained. For example, using LR = 1 cm, λ = 10
m (HF band) leads, via (1.7), to Leff = 10−3 cm and

ER ≈ 1 mV/m/
√
Hz, nearly three orders of magnitude

larger even than the 1D estimate (6.10).
One might naively predict even greater advantage in

the VLF regime where λ > 10 km. However, a significant
complication here is that for convenient values of n, the
frequency difference between neighboring Rydberg levels,
scaling as 1/n3, is in the ∼ 10 GHz range. An applied DC
electric field E0 might be used, via the Stark effect, to
tune a pair of levels much closer together. This would be
in addition to the local oscillator signal, so should not re-
quire significant changes to the vapor cell design [28]. Of
course, the Rydberg level pairs selected in this way may
have sub-optimal values of the transition dipole moment
|d45|, and there are line broadening mechanisms acting
in same frequency range (Table II) that could severely
degrade performance. There could also be other (e.g.,
level repulsion) issues when attempting to design such
near level degeneracies, and with vapor cell operation at
low frequencies. This remains very interesting work for
the future.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have explored here several avenues for increasing
Rydberg antenna sensitivity using 2D “Doppler aware”
and “Rydberg cavity exploitation” setups, and quanti-
fied both the adiabatic and dynamic response of these
setups. The highlight, perhaps, is demonstration of an
O(102) boost from Sth

EIT ∼ 10−4 for the 1D setup (Fig.
3) to ∼ 10−2 (upper curve of the w = 1 cm panel of Fig.
7), corresponding to optimally small ΩLO and large ΩD).
The tradeoff between adiabatic and broader band sensi-
tivity is highlighted as well by the results in Figs. 9 and
10.

There are a number of extensions of the theory, rele-
vant to applications, that deserve further investigation,
including nonlinear response to larger amplitude sig-
nals. With regard to the low frequency (e.g, HF band)
limit, the experimental parameters entering the five-state
projected Hamiltonian (3.5) required to actually obtain
the required very near-degenerate Rydberg levels deserve
careful investigation. Thus, the required DC Stark shift
tuning may become highly nontrivial when the desired
level spacing is much smaller than the original spacing.

Another exciting possibility is sensor enhancement in
the vicinity of the bistable phase transition [29–32].
At somewhat higher vapor densities (hence moderately
warmer cells ∼ 40◦C) the enhanced dipole–dipole inter-
actions between Rydberg atoms leads to a nonequilib-
rium phase transition that generates an enhanced many
body response to the coupling laser detuning ∆C . This
has already been shown to lead to enhanced electric field
sensing in the single Rydberg state setup [31, 32]. How-
ever, the maximum demsonstrated sensitivity still lies
well short that already achieved using conventional forms
of the two Rydberg state setup [19, 20], and it would be
extremely interesting to see if the bistable phase can ex-
ploited the in the latter context. Especially intriguing is
the possibility of multi-stable phases generated by differ-
ent many body interactions within and between Rydberg
levels, and with local oscillator perhaps capable of ad-
justing one’s position in the phase diagram and enabling
control of their relative populations.
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Appendix A: Dynamic linear response formalism

We develop here the full dynamic (finite frequency) lin-
ear response formalism, generalizing the adiabatic limit
described in Sec. III B and used to generate most of
the results in this paper. We now consider solutions
to the density matrix equation (3.1) when a small time-
dependent perturbation is included in the Hamiltonian:

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + V̂ (t). (A1)

For example, the Rydberg level Stark form (2.4) yields
the rather sparse matrix

V̂ (t) = −1

2
[Ωin(t)V̂0 +Ωin(t)

∗V̂ †
0 ]

V0,mn ≡ δm4δn5. (A2)

Writing

ρ̂(t) = ρ̂ad + δρ̂(t), (A3)

one obtains

∂tδρ̂ = i[δρ̂, Ĥ0] + i[ρ̂ad, V̂ ] + D̂[δρ̂] + i[δρ̂, V̂ ] (A4)

in which the adiabatic equation

i[ρ̂ad, Ĥ] + D̂[ρ̂ad] = 0, tr[ρ̂ad] = 1 (A5)
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has been used to eliminate the zeroth order terms. The
linear response solution is obtained by dropping the last
term and may be solved via Fourier transform. Thus,
writing

δρ̂(t) =

∫
dω

2π
δρ̃(ω)e−iωt

V̂ (t) =

∫
dω

2π
Ṽ (ω)e−iωt (A6)

one obtains the linearized equation

i[δρ̃, Ĥ0] + (iω11 + D̂)[δρ̃] = −i[ρ̂ad, Ṽ ]. (A7)

This equation is similar to an inhomogeneous version of
(A5), except with an additional identity matrix contri-

bution to D̂. The self-adjoint properties of ρ̂ and V̂ lead
to

δρ̃(ω)† = δρ̃(−ω), Ṽ (ω)† = Ṽ (−ω) (A8)

1. Vector formulation

Using the vector formulation (3.8), the linear response
equation (A7) takes the form

(iωI+G)δρ̃(ω) = −iV(ω)ρad (A9)

in which, similar to (3.9),

Vmn,pq = Ṽqnδpm − Ṽmpδqn. (A10)

If (A2) is used, this again becomes a rather sparse matrix.
The formal solution is

δρ̃(ω) = −i(iωI+G)−1V(ω)ρad. (A11)

in which, unlike for G itself with its nonempty kernel
(3.14), invertibility of the matrix is guaranteed by the
presence of the identity matrix. Using the left and right
eigenvector decomposition (3.16) of G one obtains the
representation

G =
∑
n

λnu
R
nu

L†
n , I =

∑
n

uR
nu

L†
n , (A12)

in which the second line is equivalent to the normaliza-
tion condition in (3.16). Note that, via the conservation
law (3.14), one of the λn = 0 terms corresponds to the
“probability kernel” ρadt† (and, except under certain de-
generacy conditions, will be the only λn = 0 term).
One obtains therefore the representation

(iωI+G)−1 =
∑
n

uR
nu

L†
n

iω + λn
(A13)

in which the denominator is finite even in the kernel sub-
space λn = 0. Since t is a zero eigenvalue left eigenvector,
one obtains

t†δρ̃ = − 1

ω
t†Vρad = 0 (A14)

in which the vanishing of t†V follows from (A9) via

[t†V]pq =
∑
n

Vnn,pq = Ṽqp − Ṽqp = 0 (A15)

and is equivalent to the vanishing of the trace of the right
hand side of (A5). This confirms the general conserva-
tion of probability condition tr[δρ̃] = 0, and (A11) may
therefore be written more explicitly in terms of the eigen-
decomposition of G in the form

δρ̃(ω) = −iR(ω)V(ω)ρad

R(ω) ≡
∑
n

′ uR
nu

L†
n

iω + λn
(A16)

in which the prime indicates dropping the probability
kernel term for which uL

n = t.

2. RF signal application

Using the form (A2) one obtains the Fourier transform

Ṽ (ω) = −1

2
[Ω̃in(ω)V̂0 + Ω̃in(−ω)∗V̂ †

0 ]. (A17)

In some cases Ω̃in(ω) might be supported on positive fre-

quencies so that Ω̃in(−ω)∗ is complementarily supported
on negative frequencies. The EIT response obtained from
(A11) (specifically from Im[δρ21]) is therefore a linear
combination of terms containing

Ω
(n)
in (t) ≡

∫
dω

2π

Ω̃in(ω)

iω + λn
e−iωt

=

∫ t

−∞
dt′eλn(t−t′)Ωin(t

′) (A18)

and its complex conjugate. Derivation of the last line re-
flects causality, and requires Re[λn] < 0, a consequence
of the decay processes encoded in D. The adiabatic
regime corresponds to the support of Ω̃in(ω) dominated
by |ω| ≪ min{|λn|}. Under this condition, the solution
is

ρ(t) ≃ ρad[ΩLO +Ωin(t)] (A19)

≃ ρad[ΩLO] + σ+[ΩLO]Ωin(t) + σ−[ΩLO]Ωin(t)
∗

in which

σ+[ΩLO] =
∂ρad[ΩLO]

∂ΩLO
=

i

2
R(0)V0+ρ

ad

σ−[ΩLO] =
∂ρad[ΩLO]

∂Ω∗
LO

=
i

2
R(0)V̄0−ρ

ad (A20)

Here V0± are the matrices corresponding, respectively,

to V̂0, V̂
†
0 in (A2) and defined by (A10) (note the corre-

sponding additional factor − 1
2 now appearing). The ΩLO

derivatives are performed here by formally treating ΩLO
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and Ω∗
LO (or, equivalently, the real and imaginary parts

of ΩLO) as separate variables through their appearance,
via (2.4), in the Hamiltonian (3.5). This is precisely the
expression previously derived for the EIT sensitivity S in
the adiabatic approximation.

Another important limit is for narrow-banded signals
centered on a finite frequency shift ∆ωin [see (2.4)]. The
adiabatic approximation is no longer valid, but form of
the second line of (A20) remains valid if one replaces the
sensitivity expressions by

σ±(ΩLO,∆ωin) =
i

2
R(∆ωin)V0±ρ

ad (A21)

This expression is valid not only if the signal bandwidth
is much smaller than Re[λn] < 0, but also if |∆ωin| is
sufficiently large that the bandwidth is much smaller than
min{|− i∆ωin+λn|}. Outside of these cases, the filtering
operation (A19) is nontrivial, at least for some values of
n, and the signal will be significantly distorted by the
exponential memory kernel.

3. Thermal averaging

At finite temperature motion-induced Doppler shifts
(3.7) are accounted for simply by applying the thermal
average (3.17) to the time-dependent density matrix:

ρ̂th(t) = ⟨ρ̂(t;v)⟩ ≡
∫

dvP (v)ρ̂(t;v). (A22)

The incident signal response is therefore thermally aver-
aged in the same way, leading to

ρad
th = ⟨ρad(v)⟩

δρ̃th(ω) = −i⟨R(ω;v)V(ω)ρad(v)⟩ (A23)

in which the eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofG(v), arising
from (A17), are now velocity dependent through H(v).
Note that since v is processed through the highly non-

linear N2 × N2 matrix diagonalization procedure, these
averages are highly nontrivial. It does not appear to be
possible to avoid separately computing ρ̂(ω,v) for each
substantially thermally excited v, and then evaluating
the velocity integral (A22). The linear response formal-
ism does, however, allow one to avoid a full dynamical

solution to the equation of motion (as might be needed,
e.g., to obtain the nonlinear response to strong signals).
Although the matrix diagonalization does not depend

on the frequency ω the thermal average does in general
need to be performed separately for each. In the nar-
row band limit, where (A20) and/or (A21) are valid, one
obtains the significant simplification that one need only
perform a single average at ω = ∆ωin [which vanishes for
(A20)].
The sensitivities (A22) are now thermally averaged in

the identical fashion. Using (A18) we define the ther-
mally averaged linear response sensitivity

σth
± (ω) =

i

2
⟨R(ω;v)V0±ρ

ad(v)⟩ (A24)

in terms of which

δρ̃th(ω) = σth
+ (ω)Ω̃in(ω) + σ̄th

− (ω)Ω̃in(−ω)∗. (A25)

Implicit dependence on ΩLO, and all other setup param-
eters, have been dropped from the notation for clarity.
The time-dependent signal is obtained from the inverse
Fourier transform of this result.
Simplifying to the homogeneous limit (3.26), the time-

domain EIT response (3.21) is obtained in the form

PEIT(t) = e−αLIm[ρth
21(t)]

= P th
EIT

{
1− αIm[δρth,21(t)] +O(δρ2)

}
(A26)

in which

P th
EIT = e−αLIm[ρad

th,21] (A27)

is the result in the absence of a signal. Defining the
frequency domain EIT sensitivities

Sth,±
EIT (ω) = −αLP th

EITσ
th
±,21(ω) (A28)

one obtains the linear response form

δPEIT(t) ≡ PEIT(t)− P th
EIT

= Im

∫
dω

2π
δP̃EIT(ω)e

−iωt (A29)

with Fourier kernel

δP̃EIT(ω) = Sth,+
EIT (ω)Ω̃in(ω)+Sth,−

EIT (ω)Ω̃in(−ω)∗. (A30)
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